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Two unique systems based on two proven trading
strategies
Scanners that will search and alert you when
signals and setup appear on your favorite
instruments and time frames
Comprehensive support and user groups dedicated
to trading with the systems

https://uncleleefxsystems.com/

Uncle Lee’s Simplicity is a trend confirmation system.
The strategy behind it is designed to provide signals and
entry points when a trend or major pullback is confirmed.

The foundation of the system is based on multiple confirmations forming a setup to confirm
a trend formation in progress
The setups can be tailored and filtered for multiple trade styles as in scalping, day trading
and swing / trend trading.
The system provide 3 different templates, one for each of the variations (YWY, YYB and
YYR) of the strategy and all 3 will scan your favorite instruments and timeframes for
strategy setups.
The target audience for the system is mainly scalpers, swing and trend traders, that want to
focus their trading on trend confirmations.
The system can be used on various levels of trade experience, as it is set up with scanner
functionalities that provide signals to your desktop, alerts and push notifications.
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The Arc Trend Scalper is a trend continuation system.
The strategy behind it is designed to provide signals and
entry points in an established trend.
The signals will appear after pullbacks re-align to the trend
direction.
The foundation of the system is based on non repainting signals and support indicators that
when added together provide a strong system to identify pullbacks reversing to trend
direction.
Despite being a scalping system, it can be used for swing and day trading as well.
The system provide two different templates, one with a scanner that will search your
favorite instruments and timeframes for custom coded signals.
The other template is intended for analysis and offer the option to find additional setups not
provided by the scanner but based on the included system indicators.
The target audience for the system is mainly scalpers, that want to focus their trading on
trend continuations.
The system can be used on various levels of trade experience, as it is set up with scanner
functionalities that provide signals to your desktop, alerts and push notifications, as well as
it cater for the more experienced traders who like to focus on a limited instrument selection
and find their own setups.
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Product Introduction
We currently have 2 trade systems available, 2 systems that is based on two different
trade strategies which should suit most market conditions and trader preferences.
Our systems are both manual trade systems, based on technical indicator, meaning
they can be used on which ever instrument offered in the MT4 platform.
The systems are developed for traders on various levels, so even a novice trader will
be able to learn how to use the systems within a very short period of time.
The system and strategies are set up with clear entry signals and build into a scanner
function that will search and alert you when setups appear among your favorite
instruments and time frames.
It is however to be noted that signals are not to be traded blindfolded, some basic
level of analysis is required.
The systems are for MT4, the license is valid for use on one terminal at a time, thou
can be installed on multiple terminals.
The system require a native MT4 and installed on a Windows 10 platform.
The systems comes with free updates for as long we keep the system active.
General system or strategy questions can be raised either in the open groups or
addressed directly to either the Admins or system owner/developers.
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Product Support and
Development
❖ Product Support.
From our official web page we have a support section intended for official support
tickets.
From the web page we have a FAQ and a Knowledge Base, where we compile a lot
of relevant system information for our users.

In addition, we have dedicated Telegram Owner Groups for each of the systems, in
where users can seek help or assistance with the systems.
These groups are participated and organized by both by competent admins and
the system developers, along with a number of experienced system users, who
are always willing to reach out and give a helping hand.
❖ Product Development.
The systems are maintained and kept updated when needed or additions to the
systems are introduced, these updates are free of charge.
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